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Transforming a country’s most 
iconic building into a fi ve-star chain 
hotel may not be an easy feat – but 
this isn’t the fi rst time that Kempin-
ski Hotels has succeeded in doing so. 

For some years now, the Ger-
many-based hotel group has been 
focusing its expansions on restor-
ing landmark properties across the 
globe, such as can be seen through 
the transformations of Ciragan Pal-
ace in Istanbul and Hotel Adlon in 
Berlin into two of the group’s most 
celebrated estates in Europe and the 
Near East. 

Jürg Siegenthaler, Kempinski 
Global’s sales and marketing sen-
ior VP, believes that Indonesia is 
well into becoming Kempinski’s 
new fl agship outpost in Southeast 
Asia. The group’s latest endeavor 
in Jakarta is the revamping of Ho-
tel Indonesia into a state-of-the-art, 
top-star hotel to meet the changing 
times and trends.

Needless to say, such projects 
have always proved a great chal-
lenge for there are government reg-
ulations protecting the landmarks 
from major modifi cations or altera-
tions. Yet Siegenthaler thinks it is all 
part of the process.

“While there is a challenge in re-
vamping Jakarta’s former Hotel In-
donesia into a Hotel Indonesia Kem-
pinski, so long as we are able to tell 
customers about the history behind 
the building and what we have done 
to improve and preserve it, the in-
vestment would defi nitely pay off.”

What is often more tricky, he said, 
is to establish a “red thread” con-
necting all Kempinski’s “collection 
of individuals” together.

“Kempinski is a very individualis-
tic hotel group in the sense that none 
of our hotels are the same. Each of 
our properties is done according to 
the local ways and makes use of the 
best in local circumstances and re-
sources – which can both be a weak-
ness as well as strength,” admitted 
Siegenthaler. 

He went on to explain that even 
though many Kempinski properties 
may look or feel extremely different 
to one another – such as the case of 
Leela Kempinski in Goa and the Dji-
bouti Palace Kempinski in Djibouti 
on the horn of Africa – guests should 
know what they can expect from the 
group’s hotels.

“The trick is to keep up our level 
of service and to get the clientele up-
dated with what we do. Selling is not 
rocket science, so you have to con-
stantly talk to people, discuss and tell 
them a story about your products. 
Most essential of all, never try to sell 
something you don’t have,” he said.

With more than 22 years’ expe-
rience in the airline industry, Sie-
genthaler joined Kempinski four 
years ago, when he was assigned as 
VP in sales and – later on – in mar-
keting as well.

According to him, there is a close 
association between the tourist, 
airline and hospitality industries. 
During his time with Swissair, he 
did various marketing initiatives in 
collaboration with hotels in Central 
Africa, Spain, Russia, Turkey, France 
and Germany – so he was pretty 
much familiar with how the hospi-
tality business worked.

Still according to him, having 
been in the market for so many years 
means he gets to know how fi eld 
staff operate, how they function and 

The ancient Chinese philosopher 
Lao Zi once remarked: “If you win-
now chaff, and the dust gets into your 
eyes, the places of heaven and earth 
and of the four cardinal points are all 
changed to you.” The sage thus high-
lighted how easily people can get 
confused and lose orientation.

In view of this danger, it is of vi-
tal importance not to allow anything 
to blur your mental vision of where 
you want your organization to move. 
This requires the careful removal of 
intellectual chaff from the harvest of 
the innovation honeymoon, which is 
the unusually insightful and creative 
period of new employees, and other 
creative endeavors.

The fi rst step of strategic win-
nowing, the process of selecting 
valuable and viable options for 
breakthroughs, is to design what I 
call a “strategic winnowing sieve”. 
This selection framework here is 
assumed to be a two-by-two ma-
trix, but it could also encompass a 
number of generic assessment cat-
egories that differs from this model. 

These major dimensions must 
then be decomposed into various 
evaluation sub-criteria. Some of 
these granular assessment stand-
ards may be designated as neces-
sary conditions to be used as knock-
out criteria for prescreening ideas. 
To avoid redundancy, such pivotal 
yardsticks must not be included in 
the strategic winnowing sieve. After 
customizing the selection tool, exec-
utives must roll up their sleeves and 
process the suggestions.

An effective practical sorting 
strategy is to use what I call an “in-
novation honeymoon board” (see 
illustration). It can be employed to 
evaluate a wide variety of items, 
such as geographical markets, cus-
tomer groups, products, organiza-
tions and their units, people and 
many other things. This powerful 
fi ltering tool is particularly well-
suited for the purpose of innovation 
honeymoon management.

The board can be used by indi-
viduals, but it often becomes more 
effective when employed by a team. 
The collective intelligence of such a 
jury, which should also include in-
novation honeymooners, is likely to 
improve the entire selection proc-
ess. Top management consultants 
have resorted to moon-scoring, too, 
which evidences its versatility and 
practical usefulness in different 
walks of life. 

To prepare the ground for choos-
ing game-changing ideas, execu-

When the modern portfolio 
theory was popularized by Nobel 
Prize winner in economics Harry 
Markowitz, the academic society 
developed the concept of an effi cient 
capital market (ECM). According to 
ECM, a market is categorized as ef-
fi cient if all necessary information is 
refl ected in the value of a particular 
equity share. Since the 1970s, ECM 
has been well supported by numer-
ous professors. 

So far, research in the capital mar-
ket has proven that it is very diffi cult 
to predict how stocks with identi-
cal estimated levels of market risk 
should trade at prices that imply 
identical expected rates of return. 
It is impossible then to predict the 
movement of equity shares value 
as hypothesized by ECM, giving a 
situation called “random walk phe-
nomena”. This in turn will negate 
all efforts to predict equity shares 
movement. The ECM, also capi-
tal assets pricing model (CAPM), 
courtesy of William Sharpe, is still 
controversial even for established 
markets. 

The reliability of both theories 
becomes more uncertain when ap-
plied on emerging markets such 
as the Indonesian Stock Exchange 
(IDX). Due to this, the fundamen-
tal and external factors ought to be 
linked to investors’ perceptions; 
this is consistent with the theory 
of behavioral economics as created 
by Daniel Kahneman, 2002 Noble 
Prize winner for economics. Much 
research has been conducted in this 
area to connect the inter-relation-
ships among those theories. 

Investor perception can be repre-
sented by the fundamental factors of 
a company and the macro economic 
situation, including the external 
risks within the industry. Research 
by Inanga, Sembel and Sugiharto 
(2007) on 100 investors who in-
vested in LQ45 companies found 
there is an inter-relationship among 
the external risks perceptions, fun-
damental factors and equity shares 
value (EV) of LQ45.

How do investors scrutinize the 
inter-relationships among them 
to predict the movement of eq-

Scoring ideas on innovation 
honeymoon board

tives must master the nuts and bolts 
of scoring ideas on the innovation 
honeymoon board. They fi rst have 
to prescreen all suggestions, elimi-
nating ideas that do not meet the 
knock-out criteria identifi ed in the 
tool development stage. Such prese-
lection saves time and efforts, since 

proposals that do not fulfi ll the nec-
essary conditions for adoption will 
not have to be further evaluated.

Afterwards, referees must en-
ter the short-listed proposals into 
rows and allocate a “moon point” 
as score relating to each of the vari-
ous assessment sub-criteria, which 
are arranged in columns. A full 
moon symbolizes the highest mark, 
whereas an empty circle denotes 
the lowest score. You can even use 
quarter-moon segments to depict 
fi ner distinctions. In many cases, di-
chotomized scoring, using only full 
moons and empty circles, is prefer-
able though, since often the value 
added by granularity does not jus-
tify the additional costs in terms of 
higher complexity.

Importantly, the effectiveness of 

the entire process of scoring and 
subsequent selection hinges on the 
judges’ constant alertness, sensi-
tivity and creativity. Emphatically, 
these tasks must never become me-
chanic and monotonous. As you sift 
through the proposals and evaluate 
them, their strengths and weak-
nesses, both in isolation and in com-
parison to other options, will begin 
to surface. If the assessment task 
is performed by a team, insightful 
discussions about the proposals are 
likely to ensue. I urge you to start re-
cording intriguing thoughts during 
the scoring phase, so that you will be 
able to recall them.

To arrive at a mark for a certain 
sub-criterion, you may need to per-
form some preliminary analyses. 
Those can reveal some of the pro-
posal’s merits and demerits, which 
should be documented in an audit 
trail. For example, a commodity 
chemical producer that considers 
offering additional services, such as 

testing and consulting, in conjunc-
tion with their core product would 
need to calculate the bundle’s ex-
pected return on invested capital. To 
do so, it must project total revenues, 
costs and capital requirements.

At this early stage, the calcula-
tion may expose diffi culties in ap-
propriating the value the company 
creates for its customers by offering 
additional services. Managers may 
assume they will be able to charge 
a higher price for the bundle, re-
sulting in higher total revenues if 
demand is price-inelastic. But total 
costs might actually be projected 
to increase more rapidly because of 
the additional high expenses of the 
new services, making the company 
worse off than before. Even if profi ts 
were expected to rise, calculations 
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Jürg Siegenthaler: 
Preserving landmarks 
and the niche market

what they expect. “The worst peo-
ple to interact with, to me, are those 
who change their shoes into slippers 
once they get to work,” he chuckled.

During his very brief visit to 
Jakarta last month, Siegenthaler 
expressed his optimism in Hotel 
Indonesia Kempinski becoming 
a reference point while the group 
prepares its future developments 
around the region. One project that 
is ongoing is in Bangkok, where the 
iconic Siam InterContinental will be 
turned into Siam Kempinski to open 
in 2010 as the group’s fi rst city resort 
property.

Siegenthaler continued: “In terms 
of tourism, Jakarta too still has a lot 
of potential to grow and be more or-
ganized.” 

Furthermore, he added that 
“tourism is very much linked to the 
development of a country’s national 
airline”, which makes it paramount 
to go on maintaining a good service 
and security level as well as making 
it easy to come to the country.

Speaking about the global down-
turn, Siegenthaler stated that there 
had been mixed signals with regard 
to its impacts: “We can’t really say 
that it’s been 100 percent bleak; al-
though hotels often complain of 
low occupancy rates, at other times 
– during conventions and such – 
planes are full and all lodgings are 
fully occupied.”

The surefi re strategy to create 
business during hard times, there-
fore, is “to concentrate on your im-
mediate neighbors”, which not only 
means targeting neighboring coun-
tries but also the immediate envi-
ronment that the hotel is in.

“This might also be a good time 
for change. The Middle East region, 
for example, would need to reorgan-
ize their money situation and rede-
fi ne what they are. This is an oppor-
tunity for change and to do things 
differently,” commented Siegenthal-
er, noting that Kempinski group will 
also announce its rebranding in the 
near future.

Likewise, the group is ever striv-
ing to target the unique and niche 
market segment. This has given rise 
to a number of hotels in second cit-
ies such as Shenzhen and lodges in 
remote sites such as in Tanzania and 
Nambia. 

Above all, Siegenthaler reckoned 
that hastily changing strategies in a 
time of crisis might not be the wisest 
decision. “We are still going ahead 
with our original growth strategy. 
We keep maintaining rates and in 
turn try to add value for the guest 
wherever we can. We keep fi ghting 
in terms of sales. That is our strat-
egy,” he said.

may show that the returns will be 
lower than the cost of the capital 
required for providing the services, 
such as sophisticated laboratories. 
This would mean that the proposal, 
viewed in isolation, would destroy 
economic value.

In the next step of strategic win-
nowing, referees have to compute a 
total score for each generic dimen-
sion, such as “value for the organiza-
tion” and “ease of implementation”. 
To arrive at this aggregate mark, 
they need to take the average of the 
individual moon ratings relating to 
the various sub-criteria, such as the 
proposal’s fi t with the organization-
al direction, its economics, impact 
on the customer base, learning op-
portunities, reputational effects, and 
collective inspiration. 

Usually, simple visual inspection 
suffi ces for this purpose. For ex-
ample, if half of the scores are full 
moons, and the other half are emp-
ty circles, the resulting total mark 
for the generic heading will be a 
half-moon. If necessary, the moons 
relating to the sub-criteria may be 
converted into numbers, which can 
then be used as input for calculating 
the average.

After you have completed the as-
sessment of a proposal, you need to 
use the summary scores for the two 
generic dimensions to fi nd the cor-
responding quadrant in the selec-
tion grid and enter the proposal ac-
cordingly. 

When you use your index to 
show the direction of the stars, a lit-
tle child will gaze at this fi nger, but 
not at heaven! In contrast, managers 
should demonstrate intellectual ma-
turity by employing the innovation 
honeymoon board as an instrument 
that helps them to see the light, not 
as an end in itself. If they use it prop-
erly, they will not straddle between 
incompatible options and instead 
focus on the few proposals that shift 
the needle.

(Part 7 of the “Innovation Honey-
moon” series. To be continued.)
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uity shares? In both established 
and emerging markets, investors 
need certain metrics to valuate eq-
uity shares. Such a metric must be 
closely related to the fundamental 
factors (EM) and corrected by so-
cial, political, economic, regulatory, 
technology, environmental and le-
gal (SPERTEL) risks. By using the 
metric, investors can understand 
more clearly the inter-relationships 
among the EV, fundamental factors 
and external risks.

Investment in equity shares, 
investors perceptions

Investors who were asked why 
they choose LQ45 as their key port-
folio gave the following scaling pri-
orities f rom least priority (1) to high-
est priority (6). The results show 
that the majority gave future value 
of equity shares the “highest prior-
ity” (500), short-term gains were 
given “high priority” (419), market 
capitalization “mid priority” (416), 
followed by dividend yield (325), 
stability in equity share prices (263) 
and liquidity (178).

Why they choose the future 
value of equity shares as their key 
motivation in investing in LQ45 is 
closely related to external risks and 
fundamental factors of which are 
inter-related or capable of infl uenc-
ing the value of equity shares. In 
relation to the fundamental factors, 
investigation into such relation-
ships is known as metric analysis. 
IDX investors would determine the 
required critical metric as the fi rst 
step, and then use the chosen metric 
as a basic analysis of the inter-rela-
tionships among them.

Investors’ choice on metric in 
investing in LQ45 companies

There are several well-known 

metrics that are used to assess the 
value of equity shares. By using 
the score-based method, the Price 
Earning Ratio (PER) has proven to 
be the most popular tool, followed 
by MVIC/EBITDA (EM), MVIC/
Free Cash Flow, Price/Book Value, 
Dividend Ratio, MVIC/Book Value, 
MVIC/revenue and Price/Sales. 

EM has been indicated as the 
second most closely watched met-
ric. The question is whether such a 
metric can be a useful tool of analy-
sis to predict the equity shares value. 
Aside from a company’s fundamen-
tal factors, the theory of valuation 
dictates that external risks also in-
fl uence its equity shares value. This 
leads to the proposition of which 
SPERTEL risks contribute signifi -
cantly to the EM and EV of LQ45.

SPERTEL effect on 
the EM and EV

Results from a survey of investors’ 
perceptions on SPERTEL risks that 
signifi cantly infl uence the EM and 
equity shares value of LQ45 is fur-
ther categorized into a scoring scale. 
The economic risks are considered 
the highest priority (97 percent), 
followed by political (94 percent), 
legal (85 percent), regulatory (82 
percent), social (63 percent), tech-
nological (44 percent) and environ-
mental (34 percent).

The sub-economic factors of 
great signifi cance are: infl ation (94 
percent), fuel hike (94 percent), cur-
rency exchange (90 percent) and 
business cycle (81 percent). The 
sub-political factors that have great 
infl uence over political risk are: gov-
ernment political intervention (90 
percent), bad governance (87 per-
cent) and success or failure of both 
presidential and legislative elections 
(77 percent).

Then the infl uence of EM is in-
vestigated, particularly its relation-
ship with the equity shares value, 
aside from the equity shares value 
that is directly infl uenced by the 
SPERTEL. By measuring the degree 
of inter-relationship among those 
variables linked to the expected fu-
ture value of equity shares, inves-
tors could then know the growth 

level of their investment. Even this 
approach is still overly idealistic, 
taking into account that the IDX is 
classifi ed as an emerging market; 
however, we are optimistic that this 
is such a huge opportunity, espe-
cially when IDX has been under the 
spotlight of global investors in 2009!

Aside from using Fama’s ECM, 
Sharpe’s CAPM and Kahneman’s 
behavioral economics, the result 
will pave the way to new horizons 
in expanding the understanding in 
the behavior of dynamic movement 
of equity shares price. This may in-
crease the quality of investment in 
predicting the movement of equity 
shares price.

Findings 
The inter-relationship among 

SPERTEL-EM-EV is divided 
into three sub-models, which are 
SPERTEL-EV, SPERTEL-EM and 
EM-EV. Findings on the SPERTEL-
EV model indicate that around 21 
percent of the movement of eq-
uity shares value of LQ45 is driv-
en by SPERTEL. Findings on the 
SPERTEL-EM model indicate that 
around 14 percent of the EM of LQ45 
is driven by SPERTEL. Finally, fi nd-
ings on the EM-EV model indicate 
that around 52 percent of the move-
ment of equity shares value of LQ45 
is driven by SPERTEL through EM.

The aforesaid results are the evi-
dence that can support investors to 
improve the quality of decision in 
investing in equity shares. This leads 
to the conclusion that equity shares 
value is greatly infl uenced by exter-
nal risks. 

Presently, political and economic 
factors are most important in infl u-
encing investors’ perception of the 
investment in equity shares at IDX. 
Future value of equity shares has 
been seen to play a key role in moti-
vating investors’ decisions on invest-
ing at IDX. 

 
The writer is a lecturer at Pelita 

Harapan Graduate School and au-
thor of Equity Share Valuation in the 

Indonesian Emerging Capital Mar-
ket. Website: www.totoksugiharto.
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